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Abstract
In the process of propagating as a carrier of information in space, in addition to
transmitting the information itself, the acoustic signal also contains the position information of
the sound source itself and its related physical characteristics. Acoustic signal uses the medium
(such as air, water, steel, etc.) in the space to transmit mechanical vibration and longitudinal
waves from the sound source to the outside world. The traditional single audio collection device
cannot collect position information and sound source characteristic information. Therefore, the
signals processed in the audio signal processing process are all mixed source acoustic signals
after spatial reverberation. The significance of studying the sound source recognition and
positioning in the three-dimensional space is to help the computer to reshape the specific
information of the sound source by using artificial intelligent acoustic processing, effectively
separate a single sound source from the environment or synthesize a fine stereo source for virtual
reality scene. For instance, in an acoustic environment containing multiple background noises, it
is not possible to filter all the background noises from the received audio signal. At this time, the
system can be used to perform deep learning of convolutional neurons on the information of the
target sound source, and finally strip off the undesired sound signal. The realization of this
research will be able to help better machine learning algorithms in the audio field and other fields
of speech signal processing.
In this thesis, the location and recognition of the sound source will be achieved through
two major parts. In the first part, the stereo signals in the three-dimensional space will be
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collected by the sensor array, and the correlation of the signals of each radio unit will be
compared. After the comparison, the delayed signal will be measured by the time difference of
arrival algorithm to obtain the position information of the sound source. In the second part, the
original multi-source signal is integrated into a relatively independent unit signal by determining
the location information of the audio, and the audio is subjected to cross-comparison in the time
domain and the frequency domain after noise reduction processing. Then, the convolutional
neural network is used to identify the target audio features. Finally, the results calculated by the
two parts are combined to realize the analysis of the sound source of the acoustic signal.
The sound source recognition system that integrates sound source recognition and sound
source localization can effectively identify active signals in background environmental noise in
an indoor environment and obtain a good sound source recognition accuracy rate. The
application of this system will be able to effectively help the computer system to perceive the
surrounding environment and realize effective three-dimensional coordinate monitoring of
specific sound sources. This research has a wide range of applications in acoustic recognition
and sound source location and monitoring.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Background
Acoustic waves, as a mechanical wave transmission mode of physical shock, exist widely
in all corners of the earth. People perceive various sound waves around the environment through
their ears and auditory ossicles and use the brain to analyze various information contained in the
sound waves to help humans perceive the surrounding environment. When an object emits sound,
this mechanical wave often carries the physical characteristics of the sound source, so that people
can quickly distinguish the specific characteristics and distance of the sound source after hearing
the corresponding audio information. Acoustic positioning and sound source recognition have
broad applications in passive positioning, especially when obstacles block the sound source's line
of sight or people cannot visually observe the target. Sound source localization is a passive
localization method that the sound source is only be measured and processed when a specific
source emits sound. With the rapid improvement of chip performance and digital signal
processing capabilities, real-time analysis of sound source information is technically possible.
The sound source information is physically divided into two parts, namely the vocal feature
information of the sound source and the spatial position information of the sound source. The
vocal feature information refers to the resonance frequency, the energy intensity of the sound
source, sound loudness, and the characteristics of the carrier medium when the sound-producing
object undergoes mechanical oscillation. The spatial position information refers to the
independent position information of the sound source in the three-dimensional space.
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After the signal processing system collects and analyzes these two types of information, the deep
learning network can use the sound waves received by the sensors to understand the
characteristics of the sound source and locate the sound source.
Sound source information detection has a very wide range of applications in the Internet
industry. In the field of the Internet of Things, a medium scale unmanned smart factory can
simultaneously control the collaborative operation of more than one hundred numerical control
equipment. When the equipment has a sound failure or a potential safety hazard, it often first
emits abnormal sounds, such as electric sparks, friction sounds, or impact sounds. Traditional
position sensors and vision sensors cannot provide effective early warning of hidden dangers,
and major safety accidents often occur. Therefore, when the sound source information detection
system intervenes, the fault information can be captured in real-time when the equipment emits
abnormal noise, and the early warning information can be reported.

Figure 1: Data Processing System for Sound Source Localization and Recognition System

Figure 1 shows the processing flow of the acoustic system's capture and recognition of
sound source signals including environmental noise and echo. As shown in Figure 1, the sound
source information detection system is mainly composed of a sound source three-dimensional
position detection unit based on the time difference of arrival (TDOA) principle and a sound
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source feature recognition unit based on convolutional neural network(CNN)algorithm. In terms
of sound source localization, researchers usually use the generalized cross correlation (GCC)
method to solve the different delays of the homologous signal in the sensor array. Examples of
solving TDOA using GCC can be found in [1].In order to truly restore the accuracy of the sound
source detection system, the test audio used in this experiment is the real sound received by the
sensor array indoors, and the system response simulation of similar frequency is carried out with
reference to the received audio in the simulation system.
As a branch of the audio recognition system, the sound source detection system has broad
applications in the recognition of audio signals. This technology can extract independent sound
source information from environmental reverberation and various environmental noises and
helps the speech recognition system to obtain more useful sound source data before data
processing. The sound source recognition system can help computer software reconstruct the
real-time information and three-dimensional position coordinates of the occurring objects, and it
has an especially important application in sensor fusion in the field of Internet of Things. At the
same time, for the speech recognition system, the sound source recognition system can help the
speech recognition software perform the preprocessing of the sound source in the audio
recognition process and can effectively strip the useless echo and environmental noise. For the
field of immersive virtual reality technology, the sound source recognition system can help the
virtual reality system to better restore the real-life information and sound source characteristics,
thereby helping the system to achieve a better immersive experience.
The sound source information recognition system is mainly composed of two main parts.
The first part is the GCC-TDOA calculation unit to calculate the specific position of the sound
source in the three-dimensional space. The second part is the CNN sound source recognition unit
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used to analyze the spectral characteristics of the sound source and classify the sound source. In
the first part, the audio signal first uses digital signal processing technology to perform signal
preprocessing such as noise reduction and reverberation suppression on the background noise
through a dynamic digital filter, and then uses the GCC algorithm to solve the TDOA of the
audio signal containing multiple audio tracks , and output the three-dimensional position
coordinates of the sound source. In the second part, the multi-source signal is first combined in
phase with the TDOA value calculated in the previous step and merged into a whole independent
audio track to make up for the lack of sound source information due to insufficient sound
reception or system noise reduction . Then, on the basis of synthesizing the sound track, the
convolutional neural network is used to identify and classify the spectrogram of the sound source
audio information, and the supervised learning method in the deep learning algorithm is used to
distinguish different sound sources, and the system is trained to finally recognize the sound
source information. The sound source information includes the collision sound, friction sound,
and vibration sound of different materials, the sound of animals or human voice.
The goal of this thesis project is to establish an audio processing system that can locate
and recognize sound-producing objects in an indoor environment. This system is expected to be
able to achieve the following functions and have the following application prospects:
High robustness is mandatory as the indoor environment usually contains environmental
noise, echo and multi-source reverberation. For the system to collect sound source information as
accurately as possible in the presence of various noises, the system must have high system
robustness in a complex environment to ensure the reliability of system input data. This function
allows the sound source recognition system to be used normally in factories with noisy
backgrounds. Operators can use the sound source recognition system for industry product line
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monitor Internet of Things system and report early warning information in real-time when the
equipment emits abnormal noise.
Real-time system offers a low latency as an important factor to ensure the accuracy of
sound source positioning. When the sound source object emits sound, the sound wave will
produce a time difference of several milliseconds between being transmitted to different sensors.
Therefore, the system needs to process the audio signal to ensure the accuracy of the TDOA
solution. At the same time, the real-time system can effectively monitor moving objects. This
feature is mainly used in the field of autonomous driving and security surveillance. When the
visual detection system enters the blind area of vision, the real-time sound source positioning
system can help the security system to notice the sound source located outside the line of sight,
and use the sound source recognition to match whether the sounding object poses a threat to the
vehicle or property.
There are many factors that interfere with the accuracy of the recognition system in a real
environment, the most important of which is the indoor building echo and system noise reduction,
which make the signal lose important audio characteristics. In order to improve the accuracy of
the recognition system, it is required that the system can automatically correct incorrect or
missing audio source information. This feature can enable the sound source detection system to
improve the system's identification ability and accuracy as much as possible even when the
sound source detection system interferes with the complex building environment or noise.
1.2 Challenge
At present, there are many related types of research on sound source detection, but most
of them are limited to a single sound source ranging or orientation determination. Few research
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teams can completely extract all the sound source information covered by the sound, such as
combining the sound source location to understand the material, type, species, movement state of
the sounding object. As the application of machine learning algorithms, there is a big difference
in the technical realization of sound source information recognition and visual information
recognition. The more significant difference is that the sound source information is solved
indirectly instead of being able to be identified directly on the image like visual information
recognition. Therefore, the sound source identification is more difficult.
The sound source needs to be extracted from a large amount of background noise and
system reverberation, which requires remarkably high audio signal processing efficiency. In
addition, there are few people involved in the field of algorithms that combine real-time sound
source localization and adaptive sound source audio correction, so there are few references that
can be used during the experiment. These are undoubtedly the problems that need to be
overcome for this experiment.
In order to obtain the three-dimensional position information of the sound source,
multiple sets of audio sensors need to be used to form a sensor array. To improve the accuracy of
position information, it is required to extend the adjacent distance between sensors as much as
possible within the allowable range to obtain a larger TDOA value. Such a sensor arrangement
will bring about the problem of data fusion between the sensors. Different sensors will lose the
detailed information of the sound source due to the weak sound intensity during the sound
reception process due to different positions. Therefore, in the process of sound source
identification, it is necessary to fuse the information collected by different sensors and sort out a
soundtrack signal covering all sound source information. This process is undoubtedly very
challenging.
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1.3 Motivation and Research Objectives
The motivation of this project to study sound source information recognition and
localization is to use deep learning algorithms and to apply the convolutional neuron algorithm
originally used for visual information recognition to the acoustic field. To achieve this goal,
collecting and analyzing the frequency spectrum information of the sound source is the main
work of this research.
This research has a rich application range and broad prospects in the field of acoustics,
especially the use of artificial intelligence algorithm training system to automatically recognize
the information characteristics of the sounding object and the specific position in the threedimensional space. Acoustic detection is an extension and supplement of visual detection, which
allows people to perceive sound source information beyond obstacles through objects, which
plays a particularly important role in the field of sound wave visualization. At the same time, this
technology can also provide visual alternatives based on sound source localization for many
hearing-impaired people, helping these groups detect and warn of dangerous sound sources. It is
foreseeable that the future of signal processing will be more innovations and applications of
sensor fusion and intelligence, so this research is a direction worthy of in-depth exploration and
innovation by researchers.
1.4 Thesis Expectations
Regarding my thesis of sound source information recognition, the expected goal is to
achieve detection, location, and recognition of sound-producing objects, and at the same time
provide an effective solution for sound source visualization. To realize this idea, knowledge in
the field of sound source localization and recognition, and convolutional neural networks will be
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used. At the same time, the research on this subject can also provide experience and background
knowledge for:
•

Digital signal processing: The main signal processing methods used in the research of
this subject most come from A/D conversion, digital filtering, coding and decoding
techniques, and sampling in digital signal processing.

•

Noise reduction technology: The processing of noise signals is the key to the success of
the experiment. Reducing the impact of environmental noise on sound source
determination can improve the ability to design noise reduction systems and have a
deeper understanding of audio signal processing.

•

Artificial intelligence algorithms: Experiments to try various classifiers, cross-validation,
and integration methods can enrich the actual combat experience of deep learning
algorithms and strengthen the optimization ability of audio artificial intelligence
recognition algorithms.

•

Parallel signal processing of multi-sensor arrays: Use multiple groups of sensors to form
a sound receiving array and perform parallel signal processing on audio information.
Parallel processing of multiple sets of signals not only speeds up the signal processing
capability but also implements the processing of the signal fusion and synchronization
problems that are faced in sensor networking. At the same time, experiments have also
enhanced the relevant experience in sensor array design.
This research will use machine learning algorithms to extract unknown sound sources in

the environment and identify the location information and sound source characteristics of the
sound source, and the sound characteristics of the sound source have been detected. The
realization of this technology will have a very wide range of applications in the field of sound
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source detection and virtual reality technology in the future. The new system that integrates
three-dimensional sound source localization and sound source recognition can identify and track
sound sources at the same time. Compared with pure sound source recognition, the sound source
recognition system can better process the moving sound source in real time with the assistance of
the sound source positioning system, thereby ensuring the accuracy of dynamic sound source
recognition. The biggest advantage of this research is that it can track and identify the
characteristic information of the sound source across visual obstacles, and continuously increase
the accuracy of the system's sound source recognition through its deep learning algorithm.
1.5 Thesis Organization
Next chapter provides the related research background of this research and results of
colleagues in related fields, and briefly introduces the theoretical basis of acoustic localization
and sound source recognition. Chapter 3 mainly introduces the sound source localization
algorithm and the characteristics of the time difference of arrival (TDOA) in two-dimensional
space and specific application of TDOA in the sensor array in the three-dimensional space.
Chapter 4 introduces how the sound wave recognition system classifies and recognizes audio
information. The technology used in this experiment is the deep learning algorithm of
convolutional neural networks, and the construction and design of convolutional neural networks
are provided in this chapter. Chapter 5 introduces in detail how this experiment uses the
previously described knowledge and concepts to realize the three-dimensional sound source
positioning and sound source recognition and provides the recognition results. Finally, Chapter 6
summarizes and discuss related applications of this technology.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
2.1 Relevant Research Background
Sound source recognition technology has been a hot research subject in the field of signal
processing. Yue et al and their research team demonstrated in [1], the algorithm and simulation
results of using convolutional neural networks to locate sound sources in three dimensions. Their
team used the GCC-PHAT algorithm to solve the TDOA value of the sound source signal and
simulated the use of a six-microphone array to detect the sound source. In [2], Martin from MIT
proposed a sound source recognition theory using the principle of sound excitation and
resonance. He developed an algorithm by studying "simple statistical pattern-recognition
techniques", enabling the computer to distinguish 25 different musical instruments. On the other
hand, Boes et al [3] referred to the speech signal processing mechanism of humans and other
organisms and developed a sound source recognition model of a recurrent neuron neural network
with a three-layer neuron structure. The above research is to direct process-specific sound source
signals, but in reality, it is necessary to strip and extract the received signal from a single sound
source. One of the effective ways to strip the sound source is to measure the inclusion ratio of a
single sound in the audio based on the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm [4]. The
advantage of this method is to continuously optimize the deep learning model in an iterative
manner, and finally obtain more accurate information to distinguish different sound sources. In
terms of counting the number of sound sources, Yamamoto et al. [5] proposed the use of support
vector machines to count the number of different
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sound sources in the reverberation sound field, and this method is suitable for multi-microphone
input. In the process of investigating the separation of sound sources, it is also found that speech
recognition can also be applied to the recognition of moving sound sources [6].
2.2 Vocalization and Mechanical Wave Theory
Periodic oscillations of objects will produce mechanical waves that spread to the
surroundings in the medium. These mechanical waves are the main source of sound. Due to the
different ways of emitting mechanical waves, the sound can be divided into human voice, animal
chirping, mechanical vibration, and blasting sound. Higashimoto and Sawada [7] exemplified the
formation of the human voice and reconstructed the speech system mechanically. In their
research, different sounds are produced because of the difference in pitch and the oscillation
frequency of the sound source. Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) and Perceptual
Linear Prediction (PLP) coefficients are often used to evaluate speech recognition systems, and
these parameters can also be used for animal vocal analysis between different species [8].When
dealing with the information of these different sound sources, Nadeu et al. [9] proposed a model
for Acoustic Scene Analysis (ASA) and successfully applied it to scenes where sound sources
overlap, and multiple sets of sound sources are simultaneously identified.
Multi-channel stereo uses signal delay and signal attenuation to reproduce sound sources
in space. The two parameters of inter-channel time difference (ICTD) and inter-channel level
difference (ICLD) are important data often used in stereo reproduction technology that in digital
processing systems these two parameters are used to adjust the multi-channel sound source level
and phase delay [10].
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2.3 Sound Source Feature Recognition
The traditional sound recognition system uses the related technology based on the Mel
frequency cepstral coefficient [14]. This method can effectively distinguish the acoustic and
prosodic features in the nonlinear audio signal, but it requires artificial recognition and
processing in the process of processing. Processing acoustic features, so the Mel frequency
cepstral coefficient method is less objective than machine learning algorithms. The use of
convolutional neural network to perform adaptive feature extraction of audio signals is a more
effective means of sound source recognition. Zhang et al. [15] conducted an in-depth discussion
on the emotion recognition of the speaker in audio files. They used multi-layer convolutional
neurons to estimate the emotion of the speaker in 1200 audio samples in the CASS speech
database and used the same data. A horizontal comparison of support vector machine (SVM) was
carried out. The results show that the sample recognition accuracy based on CNN can be as high
as 95.5%, which is higher than the sample recognition accuracy rate based on SVM technology
(92.5%).
The use of CNN deep learning has also been applied in the recognition of bird sounds. In
2018, Incze et al. [16] classified and recorded bird calls and trained a deep learning network for
bird acoustic recognition. They used spectrograms to record the time-domain and frequencydomain features of bird calls, and then input the spectrograms corresponding to these calls into
the convolutional neuron network in picture format for pre-training. The trained deep learning
model can achieve a more reliable bird recognition rate.
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Chapter 3: Sound Source Localization By TDOA Methods
3.1 Basic Concept and Mathematical Model of TDOA
Acoustic positioning and electromagnetic wireless positioning have many similarities. In
the field of wireless positioning, time difference of arrival (TDOA) is a common positioning
method and has a wide range of applications. The main principle of using the TDOA to calculate
the position of the emission source is that the emission source radiates outward in a straight line
in the medium. Therefore, the position when reaching different detectors will produce
corresponding amplitude and time differences due to path attenuation and arrival speed that the
resulting time difference is the TDOA. Figure 2 shows that in the 2-D plane space, when the
acoustic signal generated by the unknown source X is observed by the observation points A1, A2,

Figure 2: TDOA sources localization in X-Y plane space
and A3 at three different positions on this plane, three sets of arrival time differences will occur.
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At this time, the unknown source S can be determined by the hyperbolic equation the
distance between each point and solve the plane coordinates of the unknown source.
Since the focus of this experiment is on sound source detection in an indoor environment,
the sound source propagates oscillations through the air. The sound propagation [11] in the air is
affected by the temperature and air density and changes accordingly. The specific relationship
between sound velocity and medium and temperature is shown equation (1).
𝑣0 = √𝛾𝑅𝑇

(1)

Among them, 𝑣0 refers to the propagation speed of sound at a specific temperature, and 𝛾
specifies the ratio between the specific heat of pressure and the specific heat of constant volume.
In the calculation process, the value of air is 1.4. R represents the gas constant. K represents the
temperature in Kelvin (K) in the environment. In a dry air environment, the propagation speed of
sound is 𝑣0 =331.6+0.6 K-273.15 (m/s).
According to the above function, when the room temperature is 25℃, the sound
propagation speed in dry air is 346.6 meters per second, that is, 346.6 millimeters per
millisecond. The three sensors in the planar sensor array designed in the experiment constitute an
equilateral triangle, with a side length of 600 mm. Then the coordinates of the three points are
A1(-300,0), A2(0, 300√3), and A3(300,0).Using TDOA to measure the time difference between
two adjacent points, these three points can form a total of C (3, 2) = 3 sets of mutually
independent TDOA values. The calculation method of TDOA value is shown in equation (2).
𝑇𝐷𝑂𝐴 = 𝑣0 Δ𝑡(𝐴𝑛+1 − 𝐴𝑛 )

(2)

The TDOA value solved in this equation refers to the distance difference between the
sound source and the sensor estimated based on the time difference measured between two
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adjacent sensors 𝐴𝑛 and 𝐴𝑛+1 . In a random environment, due to the different sequences of sound
propagation to different detection points, TDOA value will produce negative values in some
cases. The positive and negative values of these values can help us predict the quadrant range of
the sound source and narrow the search range. From the definition of the hyperbolic equation, it
can be seen that the positions with the same TDOA value between any two detection points can
form a set of hyperbolic trajectories, and the matching single curve rule can be screened out
according to the sign of TDOA. The specific relationship is as shown in the equation (3).
√(𝑥 − 𝑥1 )2 + ((𝑦 − 𝑦1 )2 ) − √(𝑥 − 𝑥2 )2 + ((𝑦 − 𝑦2 )2 ) = 𝑇𝐷𝑂𝐴(𝐴𝑛+1 − 𝐴𝑛 )

(3)

In this equation, x and y represent the possible trajectories of the sound source
coordinates, x1 and y1 refer to the coordinate position of the detector An+1, and x2 and y2 refer to
the coordinates of the position of the detector A n. When the TDOA value is positive, it means
that the sound source is closer to the detector A n+1, and when the TDOA value is negative, it
means that the sound source is closer to the detector An. Thus, irrelevant trajectory curves can be
eliminated. Finally, overlap all the trajectories and find the common solution of all related
trajectories to determine the position of the sound source on the plane. This method can also be
extended to solve the TDOA of the detector in three-dimensional space and generate C(n, 2)
groups of different TDOA values to determine the specific location of the sound source in the
three-dimensional space and the specific details will be introduced in the next section.
3.2 Spatial Stereo Capture Sensor Array
Based on the TDOA positioning method in the plane space, the above method can be
extended to the three-dimensional space by establishing a three-dimensional sensor array, and
the position of the unknown sound source in the three-dimensional space can be measured.as
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described in section 3.1, when the number of sensors increases, the amount of calculation of the
system will also increase exponentially. Therefore, in order to reduce the response delay of the
system and finally realize real-time sound source localization, this experiment design uses the
least number of sensors to realize the rapid response of the system, and optimizes the system
architecture to reduce the amount of system calculations. Figure 3 shows the specific method of
3D sound source localization and the arrangement of the sensor array.

Figure 3: 3D TDOA Localization by traditional microphone array

In this experiment, a space regular tetrahedron structure is used to build a sensor array to
minimize the number of sensors used. The three-dimensional extension of the two-dimensional
TDOA solution using the traditional architecture is shown in equation (4).
√(𝑥 − 𝑥1 )2 + (𝑦 − 𝑦1 )2 + (𝑧 − 𝑧1 )2 − √(𝑥 − 𝑥2 )2 + (𝑦 − 𝑦2 )2 + (𝑧 − 𝑧2 )2 =
𝑇𝐷𝑂𝐴(𝐴𝑛+1 − 𝐴𝑛 )

(4)

Solving the position of the unknown sound source requires solving the TDOA values of
all signals in pairs, and finally combining to solve a common solution. For the minimum sensor
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array in this experiment, a total of 4 microphones are needed to detect sound sources in threedimensional space, so the resulting paired TDOA value is C(4,2)=6 groups. The 6 sets of TDOA
pairs are A1-A2, A1-A3, A1-A4, A2-A3, A2-A4, and A3-A4. Bring these 6 sets of data into
equation (4) to find the three-dimensional coordinates of the location sound source.
Although the above method minimizes the number of detectors, the method of
simultaneously seeking common solutions for six groups of TDOA requires a lot of
mathematical calculations, which will increase the system delay. In order to ensure that the
system can process the signal in real-time, reducing the operation delay is the most important
part of designing the system. Therefore, during the actual operation of this experiment, we
optimized the original traditional TDOA algorithm to reduce system delay. Based on the original
regular tetrahedron structure, the corresponding positions of the sensors have been re-arranged as
shown in Figure 4:

Figure 4: Optimized 3D TDOA sensor matrix
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The difference between the optimized TDOA microphone sensor and the previous sensor
array is that the regular tetrahedrons are arranged in a vertical manner in different planes, where
the projections of the detection points A1 and A2 coincide with the y-axis in the Cartesian threedimensional coordinates, A3 and The projection of A4 finally merges with the x-axis, and the
midpoints of the two sets of sensors are arranged symmetrically about the three-dimensional
origin. After determining the structure of the sensor array, there are two situations that will
appear in the process of measuring the sound source signal and need to be treated differently.
The first case is when the TDOA value of the sound source signal arriving at the observation
point does not contain zero, that is, the sound source does not reach two or more observation
points at the same time. The second case is that the data contains a TDOA value of zero which at
least one group (two sensors) simultaneously receives the signal from the sound source.
For the first case, we can find out the sequence and time difference of the sound source
signal arriving at the sensor detection point. According to the position of the sensor to lock the
subspace range of the sound source, the hyperbolic equation set consisting of the three sets of
TDOA values that received the signal first can be found, and a common solution can be found.
This common solution is the coordinates of the sound source in the three-dimensional space. For
the second case, the existence of a zero TDOA value means that the sound source is at the
boundary of the subspace (the TDOA value between two sensors is zero) or a direction facing the
sensor's endpoint (the TDOA value between the three sensors is zero). When the sound source is
at the boundary of the subspace, only the two observation points need to be solved on this plane
because the sound source and the origin-TDOA non-zero observation point are on the same plane;
when the sound source is facing a certain sensor (i.e. when the TDOA value between the facing
sensor and the other sensors is equal), the TDOA value can be added to equation (4) to get the
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position of the observation point. It can be seen from the above that by preprocessing and
categorizing data, the difficulty of calculation can be effectively reduced, and thus the delay
caused by the system processing data can be reduced. In this way, the sampling frequency of the
system can be guaranteed to the greatest extent to improve the response speed of real-time sound
source positioning.
3.3 Acoustic Signal Processing and Stripping in Stereo
Another important technology that can realize sound source localization and feature
analysis is to extract the sound source information from the environment and strip it out of the
background noise. The biggest difference between sound source information and background
noise is the relevance of TDOA. Background noise usually includes ambient sound field
reverberation and Gaussian noise. These sounds do not have obvious sound source
characteristics because they are not emitted from a single sound source. Another situation is that
the reflection of the indoor wall to the sound source will produce a system echo, which has
characteristic information like the sound source and contains a certain amount of time delay.
However, because the echo is absorbed by the sound wave through a longer path and obstacles,
the intensity of the echo will be significantly lower than that when the sound source is directly
transmitted to the sensor. Based on the above-mentioned differences in acoustic characteristics,
we will discuss the specific strategies and algorithm details for extracting sound source
information in this section.
The way to determine whether an audio signal contains an active signal is to calculate the
correlation coefficient between the various signals in the sensor. The calculation method of the
correlation coefficient [13] is shown in equation (5).
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(5)
The above equation is to solve the correlation of two sets of data containing similar
information. By calculating the correlation coefficient, it is better to find out whether the signals
collected between the sensors are correlated. In the process of processing audio signals, it is
necessary to perform A/D conversion and sampling on the continuous voltage signal from the
acoustic-electric transducer, so the signals processed by the signal processing system are all
sampled discrete digital signals. For discrete digital signals, equation (5) can be modified into
equation (6) to facilitate the signal processing system to process discrete data.

(6)
It can be seen from section 3.1 that the maximum sensor distance difference of this
system is 600 mm, and the maximum TDOA tolerance allowed by the system can be calculated
to be 1.73 milliseconds. Therefore, the maximum TDOA allowed for all active signals is the
upper limit of the above value. If the obtained cross-correlation time difference is greater than
1.73 milliseconds, then it indicates that the signal is an echo sound wave reflected from a wall or
obstacle, and this set of data is eliminated. Based on this rule, we can compare the four sets of
signals with cross-correlation coefficients and filter out the active signals within the range.
Setting the upper limit of TDOA can greatly reduce the possibility of echo signals being
collected incorrectly, thereby reducing the error rate of the system.
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Chapter 4: Source Characteristics Identify By CNN Deep Learning

4.1 Basic Concept and Mathematical Model of CNN Deep Learning
The convolutional neural network is an efficient artificial intelligence algorithm in the
field of deep learning. The CNN deep learning algorithm mainly performs convolution
operations on image conversion information and filters, and continuously refines the graphic
feature information contained in the picture. Finally, the neural network is used to cross-compare
the feature information to finally estimate feature inside the image contained by the system. The
realization of the CNN algorithm mainly passes through three important parts, which are image
preprocessing, image convolution and pooling, and neuron network connection. The specific
operation process of CNN deep learning is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: CNN deep learning data processing diagram
While evaluating image preprocessing, the process of feature extraction of audio files, it
is not only relevant to understand the amplitude change of the audio at a specific moment, but
also the change of the sound wave frequency. Therefore, in the process of analyzing the audio
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characteristics, the characteristic information cannot be obtained directly from the audio signal
itself. In order to solve this problem, this thesis mainly obtains the spectrogram of the audio
segment (data frame or block) by performing a short-time Fourier transform on the audio file in
the process of studying audio features and performs feature matching and classification on the
spectrogram. When the audio clip is converted into a spectrogram through a sequence of shorttime Fourier transform, because the audio file contains noise information and there are many
non-periodic signals in the sound source, the generated image has low contrast, which increases
the difficulty of feature recognition. In order to improve the recognition efficiency of the system
and increase the accuracy of sound source information recognition, it is necessary to preprocess
the image before recognizing the image.

Figure 6: Spectrogram image preprocessing procedure
As shown in Figure 6, the spectrogram generated by the audio clip is first converted from
a color image to a grayscale image. Because the original image uses RGB labeled pixels to
display the audio frequency and energy intensity, the image needs to be converted into a
grayscale image to convert the 3-layer matrix into a single layer matrix. After obtaining the
grayscale spectrogram, the next step is to sharpen the spectrogram and extract features. In order
to make the graphics more contrast, through pixilation, each pixel only retains two variables, 0
(black) and 1 (white). In this step, to maximize the contrast of image features and retain feature
information, we set a threshold of 200 in the interval from 0 to 255 to eliminate unimportant
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noise information in the image. Finally, the data stored in the file is converted into a matrix
containing only 0 and 1 in units of 25 pixels for the data input of the subsequent convolutional
neuron deep learning algorithm.
Image convolution and pooling comprises the convolutional neural network loops
through three basic parts [13] to pick up graphics features. The first part is the data input. When a
picture is put into the convolution system, it is called the input layer. In this layer, the picture
contains all the original information or graphic features refined by the previous layer. The second
part is the weight layer used for graphics convolution operations. The input layer extracts
corresponding features and reduces the graphics matrix by performing convolution operations on
the input layer and the weight layer and the reduced image layer is called the convolution layer.
The third part is the pooling layer. The result of the convolution operation is still a multidimensional array. In order to further reduce the range of features, the image is convolved with a
specific sub-level as a unit (such as a small 3x3 matrix) to select the maximum value or average
value is used as the characteristic value of the sub-level. This process is called pooling. For
pictures with large number of pixels, multiple convolution cycles are usually used to narrow the
range of graphic features as much as possible.
Neural network subsystem includes algorithm that is a weighted decision network
developed with reference to the information processing mechanism of human neurons [13]. In
this network, the data is multiplied by the input parameters and the feature weights on each
independent neuron, and then after the sum is processed by the activation function at the node,
the output result is generated. Usually, a neural network system consists of an input layer, an
output layer, and several hidden layers used to process data after weight calculation. The output
result will be compared with the labeled data through supervised learning and the error value will
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be corrected to ensure that the system can obtain a higher accuracy value after multiple iterations
of the calculation.
4.2 Sound Source Recognition with CNN Deep Learning Methods
In the model training process of analyzing the sound source, the difference in acoustic
characteristics will directly affect the accuracy of the neural network. Therefore, in the process of
selecting training resources, four groups of acoustic databases with obvious characteristic
differences were defined, namely machine running sound, animal sound, collision sound, and
explosion sound as shown in Table 1. Each category contains several common sound source
types with different acoustic characteristics, the specific implementation details will be described
in Chapter 5.
Table 1: Training category for CNN source recognition

The main reason why these four types of sounds are selected for convolutional neural
training is that they have a high sound intensity and high sound recognition. The running sound
of the machine has a continuous and stable running frequency, so it is relatively smooth in the
spectrogram; animal calls have obvious characteristic peaks, and can detect obvious pitch; the
loudness of the collision sound is high, and the two collision objects can be clearly distinguished
Its own material characteristics, such as the collision sound of wooden doors and iron doors
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when they are closed are obviously different; the explosion sound has the characteristics of a
large amount of energy and strong echo vibration, and at the same time the attenuation speed is
very fast, usually the first sound wave collected The signal strength is the highest, and it is
clearly different from the crash sound. Using these characteristics, it can help the convolutional
neural network to perform fast and effective supervised learning, and finally iterate a set of
sound source recognition system with higher accuracy.
4.3 The Comparison of CNN with other recognition systems
The methods used to identify sound source information are roughly divided into linear
estimation algorithms and deep learning algorithms. The representative of the linear estimation
algorithm is linear predictive coding. This type of sound source analysis method is based on the
estimation of the formant of the audio segment, and the residual audio is used to analyze the
audio intensity and frequency after the influence of the formant is eliminated. The deep learning
algorithm mainly uses the establishment of a neural network model to perform short-time Fourier
analysis on the time domain and frequency domain of the sound and performs convolution
analysis with other spectrograms in the database, and finally trains a suitable recognition model.
In the actual operation of the system, linear predictive coding is very sensitive to errors, and
small errors will cause the system's predictive filter to become very unstable. However, the deep
learning algorithm based on the convolutional neural network has high stability of the system
with the help of a large amount of training data. Even if there is a certain error in the system, the
stability of the system recognition can be ensured through repeated training.
In addition to the convolutional neural network deep learning algorithm, the support
vector machine (SVM) algorithm is also a commonly used method for using deep learning
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algorithms to identify sound source information. The research results are compared horizontally
to test which method is more advantageous in achieving sound source recognition.
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Chapter 5: System Design and Implementation
5.1The Architecture Design of Localization and Recognition System

The purpose of this system is to locate the unknown sound source in the unknown
coordinate position in the three-dimensional space and distinguish the sound source type through
the sound wave characteristics. In order to realize this idea, this experiment is realized through
three parts, namely sound signal preprocessing, sound source localization, and sound source
feature recognition. Audio signal preprocessing refers to the processing of noise reduction and
echo removal on the multivariate signals collected from the sensor array, to ensure that each
channel contains as many sound source information signals as possible. Sound source
localization is a sound wave traceability system based on the TDOA and related localization
algorithms described in Chapter 3, which can effectively estimate the coordinates of the sound
source in space. The sound source recognition part is based on the CNN deep learning network
described in Chapter 4 to recognize audio segments and realize high-precision estimation of
sound source features.
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Figure 7: System architecture for sound source identification and localization
The system composition and data flow of sound source identification and location are
shown in Figure 7. From the figure, we can see that when a certain point in the space emits
sound waves, the multi-channel stereo sound is first obtained through different microphone
sensors, and the four sets of analog signals in the sensors are converted into corresponding digital
signals using Arduino Uno and transmit to the computer by serial communication. After
receiving these four sets of channel information, the system first identifies the origin of the sound
source by the trigger equation. Then uses the delay between each set of channels to perform
pairwise cross-correlation operations to obtain the TDOA value between the channels and then
substituted into the three-dimensional hyperbolic equations (shown as equation(7)) to calculate
the position coordinate of the sound source and obtain the three-dimensional coordinate value.
•

√(𝑥 − 𝑥1 )2 + (𝑦 − 𝑦1 )2 + (𝑧 − 𝑧1 )2 − √(𝑥 − 𝑥2 )2 + (𝑦 − 𝑦2 )2 + (𝑧 − 𝑧2 )2 =
𝑇𝐷𝑂𝐴(𝐴1𝑠𝑡 − 𝐴2𝑛𝑑 )

•

√(𝑥 − 𝑥1 )2 + (𝑦 − 𝑦1 )2 + (𝑧 − 𝑧1 )2 − √(𝑥 − 𝑥3 )2 + (𝑦 − 𝑦3 )2 + (𝑧 − 𝑧3 )2 =
𝑇𝐷𝑂𝐴(𝐴1𝑠𝑡 − 𝐴3𝑟𝑑 )
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•

√(𝑥 − 𝑥2 )2 + (𝑦 − 𝑦2 )2 + (𝑧 − 𝑧2 )2 − √(𝑥 − 𝑥3 )2 + (𝑦 − 𝑦3 )2 + (𝑧 − 𝑧3 )2 =
𝑇𝐷𝑂𝐴(𝐴2𝑛𝑑 − 𝐴3𝑟𝑑 )

(7)

After the system obtains the TDOA of the sound source and the sound source coordinates,
the four sets of channels are processed through phase compensation, and then the amplitude is
superimposed to obtain a set of single channel signals with homologous signals. The spectrogram
generated after the soundtrack fusion generates the classification result of the sound source
information by matching the features of the CNN network to the trained deep learning network,
and finally outputs it with the position information. In this way, the position information and
characteristic information of the sound source can be obtained at the same time.

Figure 8: Implementation of 3D microphone sensor array
The core of obtaining sound source position information lies in the difference in the time
of reaching different measurement points when the sound source emits sound waves, hence, a
need for an array of microphone sensors. In order to capture this difference and trace back to the
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source, the related design of the sensor arrangement was described in Chapter 3. The specific
implementation is as shown in Figure 8 using iron brackets to build a regular tetrahedron with
every side length of 600mm and is erected at an appropriate height set as 3D zero point. In terms
of sensor selection, in order to adapt to the Arduino single-chip processing system and have
higher acoustic sensitivity, the MAX4466 Electret Microphone Amplifier Module produced by
HiLetgo [17] was selected for this experiment. MAX4466 is a variable gain audio amplifier
module that can amplify the input audio signal by 25 to 125 times. At the same time, the built-in
clipping mechanism can automatically correct the voltage level, and the effective detection
bandwidth is 20-20 kHz.

Figure 9: Hardware connection mode and A/D conversion of sensor array
The Analog to Digital Converter is essential. By looking up the Arduino datasheet, we
know that Arduino supports 5v/1024 analog-to-digital conversion, so the static horizontal voltage
is 2.5v/512. We can set the horizontal voltage zero point of the audio signal to 512 based on this
information so that we are processing audio data when you can get more positive and negative
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amplitude space. The connection method of the microphone array and the Arduino A/D channel
is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 10: Use trigger mechanism to identify sound source segments
Since the time when the sound source utters is unknown, in most cases the signal
collected by the sensor is environmental noise which necessitates the application of sound input
processing. To improve the effectiveness of serial communication, the sound source trigger
mechanism is used in the process of collecting signals to help the sensor intercept useful audio
fragment. The specific trigger method (shown in Figure 10) is as follows: first sample the
environmental noise in the initial state of power-on. In order to obtain the sound source
characteristic information as complete as possible, the system bit rate is set to 2 Mbps, the noise
sampling time is set to 1 millisecond, and a total of 200 samples. Calculate the average value and
peak value of the sampled data to obtain the amplitude range of the noise. After the comparison
test, when the peak value of the input terminal is greater than 1.5 times the absolute value of the
maximum noise amplitude, it can be regarded as the new input signal as the sound source signal
rather than the noise signal, which is used as the initial state for intercepting the sound source
characteristics, and this function also can judge the end position of the sound source signal.
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When the amplitude of the input signal reaches the trigger condition, it starts serial
communication to the PC and sends the intercepted audio samples to the PC buffer in turn until
the signal amplitude does not meet the trigger condition. It is worth noting that, in order to match
the accuracy of the subsequent audio recognition, the upper limit of the audio single sampling
time is two seconds to ensure that the test segment and the training reference length in the
convolutional neural network are equal.
5.2 Pre-processing before Stereo Signal Localization
When we successfully intercepted the audio fragments of a sound source, because the
audio is still mixed with environmental background noise and sound source echo reflected by
obstacles, it is not possible to directly calculate TDOA. To eliminate the negative effects caused
by these noise audios, the first thing we must do is to use digital filters to filter out environmental
background noise.
As shown in Figure 11, through the Fourier transform of the audio segments, we can
clearly see that there are a lot of high-frequency noises in addition to the sound source signal in
the audio file. In order to reduce this part of the high-frequency noise, A FIR low-pass filter with
order of 23 and cutoff frequency of 15 kHz is designed to filter out high-frequency noise outside

Figure 11: Noise cancellation by Low-pass FIR filter
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of 15 kHz. In comparison, the frequency domain response of audio segments has been
significantly improved, and no obvious sound source distortion is found after playing the filtered
audio.
After the background noise is reduced, the next step is to process the echo signal in the
audio. Because the echo signal has a high similarity with the sound source signal, it cannot be
eliminated by directly passing through the filter, and if the estimation delay algorithm is used to
measure each group of signals, the system calculation will be increased and the recognition
efficiency of the system will be reduced. Therefore, the method used in the process of removing
echo signals is to calculate the signal correlation. We know that the shortest distance between the
two sensors is 600 mm, and the echo signal needs to travel a longer path, so by using the method
introduced in Chapter 3, we can find the sound source signal with a delay of more than 1.73
milliseconds, and the signal that exceeds the limited time that this signal is the echo signal that is
not transmitted directly but is reflected back.
5.3 Implementation of Sound Source Localization Subsystem
After the acoustic signal is preprocessed, the TDOA data extraction process can be
carried out. Through the previous preprocessing, the trigger mechanism has identified the first
sound source to reach the sensor, and this first sensor that receives the signal is taken as the zero
point of the time delay of the arrival time difference. Because four sensors are used in this
experiment, C (4,2) = 6 sets of TDOA pairs will be generated. The calculation sequence of the
TDOA pair is combined according to the order in which the sound source signal arrives at the
sensor, which are A1st-A2nd, A1st-A3rd, A1st-A4nd, A2nd-A3rd, A2nd-A4nd, and A3rd-A4nd.
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Figure 12: TDOA calculation demonstration when the bit rate is 115200 bps

As shown in Figure 12, the estimated value of TDOA can be obtained by performing
cross-correlation calculations on the data between the two channels. After obtaining the
estimated value, substituting it into Equation 7 can get the corresponding hyperbolic equations.
Since this equation uses three-dimensional coordinates for calculation, it is difficult to directly
solve the equations. Therefore, we can iterate the general solution between each TDOA pair at a
time while temporarily fixing the z-axis coordinate, and eventually find the common solution of
all hyperbolas. The coordinates of this solution are the three-dimensional coordinates of the
sound source estimated by the system.
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5.4 Implementation of Sound Source Recognition Subsystem
As shown in Figure 13, the main method used in this experiment to analyze sound source
recognition and classification is a deep learning network architecture based on supervised
learning. The features embodied by the sound source information include time-domain features

Figure 13: Deep learning network architecture based on supervised learning
(amplitude) and frequency-domain features. The spectrogram can fully express the time domain
and frequency domain information of audio at the same time, so it is very suitable for sound
source information identification. We have discussed in Chapter 4 how to preprocess the audio
frequency spectrogram to facilitate the operation of the convolutional neural network. This part
is mainly used to explain how to implement the convolutional neural network. The construction
of deep learning network models usually requires a lot of data for training, but because the sound
source information designed by this research can be directly found in the database is very limited,
it is impossible to directly train the sound source characteristics through the existing database.
Hence, we need to build the training database ourselves. In order to ensure that the deep learning
model (Based on the convolutional neuron deep learning network mentioned in Chapter 4) can
have enough training data, we plan to build a crawler to obtain audio clips from royalty-free
audio sources including SoundBible [18], Freesound [19], GameSound [20], ZapSplat [21],
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AudioMicro [22] and SoundGator [23]. From the information contained in Table 1, we have
selected 50 sets of audio tags with obvious characteristic differences among the four major sound
source types. These tags are used as keywords to filter out the corresponding audio files in the
audio website and import them one by one to generate the corresponding spectra in the system.

Figure 14: Pixelated spectrogram for training model
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In order to realize the recognition of sound source information through the convolutional
neural network, the first task is to build a deep learning model. To ensure the effectiveness of
learning, this research mainly uses supervised learning to build deep learning models (Figure 13).
Supervised learning is mainly composed of two parts, one part is a training model built for the
system to learn by itself, and the other part is a test model used to test the effectiveness of the
model. These two models are combined to form a complete deep learning network.
Figure 14 shows the spectrogram after pixilation. The pixelized image only needs to
consider the convolution calculation of two values of 0 (black) and 1 (white) when processing,
which greatly simplifies the amount of calculation of the convolutional neuron network. Such a
processing method can speed up the comparison of images and shorten the processing time while
retaining the main acoustic time-frequency image characteristics. The current input picture
displayed in the system is 350X225. First, all images are normalized to generate a 200x200
graphic matrix. After generating a new graph, we design the convolutional layer, and the
activation type is “Relu”.

Figure 15: CNN convolution system design
This system uses a three-layer convolution structure in the design of the convolutional
neuron network as shown in Figure 15. A 3x3 convolution window is used in the first layer of
the convolutional network to generate 16 different convolutional layers. The convolutional layer
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After 2x2 window pooling, the maximum value is obtained, and the convolution calculation of
the next level is performed. In the second convolution, 32 convolutional layers are constructed
using the same window, and expanded to 64 layers in the third convolution. After completing
three cycles of convolution and pooling, the data is transmitted to the neural connection network.
The neurons in the first hidden layer are 500, the neurons in the second hidden layer are 500, and
the final output layer is four classification outputs. After completing the architecture
configuration of the convolutional neural network, the training file is loaded into the model

Figure 16: CNN sound source recognition model training results
through the python program, and the system automatically compares the generated results with
the label. Finally, the training of the convolutional neural network is realized.
Complete the model training of the convolutional neural network, and the results are
shown in Figure 16. In this experiment, each group of the same type of sound source has 7 to 8
groups of different sound source training to ensure the diversity of training materials.
After five rounds of model training, the accuracy of the final convolutional neural
network can reach 99.3%.From the experimental results, we can see that the automatic
classification of sound sources through the convolutional neuron network system can obtain
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higher accuracy after multiple rounds of training. The processing capacity of these data can also
become more accurate as the amount of training increases.

Figure 17: Model testing result by dog audio
After the model verification was completed, an audio file of a dog barking was selected
from the database and input into the system to test the model's resolution ability as shown in
Figure 17. The result of the data shows that the audio coincides with the animal in the system at
89%, the mechanical sound at 8%, the collision sound is close to 0%, and the explosion sound at
19%. It can be determined that the dog's barking belongs to the model of animal sounds. The
results show that combining the trained model can effectively identify and classify sound source
features. The sound source recognition system can effectively use the trained model for sound
source recognition after three-dimensional positioning, so it has reliable applications in system
responsivity and real-time sound source processing.
5.5 Results comparison with other researchers' SVM research
The support vector machine (SVM) is also usually used for sound recognition and
classification. During the experiment at this time, it was found that Rong [24] had done a similar
sound source recognition project in the speech recognition system. Rong uses SVM as the main
method of audio recognition in his research and conducts deep learning training by collecting
sound source information in general scenes. Therefore, when comparing the experimental results
of this experiment with Fong's SVM project, we can discover the differences in the results of two
different deep learning methods in voice recognition.
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Figure 18: SVM classification system data structure
Figure 18 shows the data flow architecture of the system that his team uses SVM to
recognize sounds. When he collects sound clips, he first intercepts multiple segments of the
sound, and then compares the features of independent audio segments through the SVM system,
and finally generate estimates of sound information. This system uses a four-layer audio filtering
system to gradually extract feature segments in audio through audio frame-by-frame filtering,
effective sound interception, audio structure grouping, and advanced audio extraction. This
method has a similar effect to the feature audio trigger interception mechanism that we use when
the sound source signal is preprocessed. Therefore, the comparison of these two sets of
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experimental results has a certain reference value for testing effectivity between SVM and CNN
in the deep learning algorithms.

Figure 19: SVM classification result by using general sounds
The result of sound classification using SVM is shown in Figure 19. In the same figure,
we can see that this experiment uses 15 different sound types for comparison. We use the
accuracy of "dog barking" and our own experiments. The comparison results are shown in Table
2.
Table 2: Classification result comparison between CNN and SVM
Type

CNN Deep Learning

SVM Deep Learning

Model Accuracy

0.993

0.876

Sample “Dog” Prediction

0.893

0.860

Comparing the prediction results between the two models, it can be found that the CNN
deep learning algorithm can obtain higher classification accuracy than SVM after a large amount
of experimental data training, and has higher accuracy in predicting specific sound sources.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion and Future Work
6.1 Conclusion

The originator of the sound has its own unique characteristics, and these characteristics
are often transmitted to the remote receiver along with the sound wave in the process of making
the sound. Establishing a sound source perception system that integrates sound source location
information and sound source characteristic information can help researchers understand the
characteristic information of the sound source itself and understand the sound source location.
The three-dimensional position location based on the TDOA method can quickly and effectively
find the three-dimensional coordinates of the sound source, and it is a highly reliable passive
location algorithm. At the same time, the CNN deep learning algorithm used this time can well
summarize the similarities between audios and classify them by extracting audio features in the
spectrogram. Combining these two technologies can quickly and effectively understand the
specific properties of the sound source, and help people better understand the specific location
and state of the sound source when the sound is emitted.
The experimental results show that the construction of the sound source processing
system in this research can effectively realize the simultaneous recognition of sound source
characteristics and the sound source localization in three-dimensional space. The accuracy of
sound source recognition depends on the number of training sessions and the amount of data
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involved in training. Therefore, this system will have higher accuracy through long-term training
in the future. The system's sound source location has been optimized for traditional TDOA, so
that it can quickly locate sound sources in three-dimensional space and lay a solid foundation for
the ability to track and identify sound source information in real time in the future.
6.2 Future Recommendation
The localization and recognition of the sound source can help the artificial intelligence
system better understand the surrounding environment, especially the need to understand the
sound source information through obstacles. For example, when the autonomous driving system
is on a congested road section, the sight of many vehicles is often blocked by other surrounding
vehicles or obstacles. Currently, traditional optical sensors, optical radar, or ultrasonic sensors
cannot directly penetrate the obstacles to understand other moving objects. Therefore, the
auxiliary detection method based on sound source localization and recognition technology can
detect and track the sound source information outside the visual range, and can predict the
movement of the sound source according to the trajectory comparison, and improve the safety of
unmanned driving. At the same time, sound source location and recognition can help the hearingimpaired people better avoid potential dangers and better perceive the world around them
through the sound source visualization system. This technology has many very practical
technologies waiting to be further developed.
This experiment was completed in an indoor environment due to the epidemic, so
complete experimental data was not obtained in terms of data collection, dynamic sound source
capture, and noise resistance in outdoor environments. In future studies, more improvements will
be made to the above shortcomings. The optimized system will be able to realize real-time
capture of dynamic sound sources in the future, or real-time processing and identification of
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multiple environmental sound sources in complex conditions such as mobile sensor array
platforms, and further optimize the overall anti-noise ability of the system.

6.3 Summary
In conclusion, the sound source recognition and location system is an audio processing
technology with rich application prospects and practicability, which enables the computer to
independently identify the type, characteristics and location of the sound source. This system is
mainly composed of a stereo microphone array, a digital signal processing system, a TDOA
traceability positioning system and a convolutional neuron network deep learning system. The
audio file processed by the system can parse out the type of object, the vocal feature, and the
location of the sound source. This system and its derived sound source behavior prediction
system can be equipped with artificial intelligence driving systems or other environmental
detection systems in the future, and it has very broad prospects in many automation fields in the
future.
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